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a b s t r a c t

Nanoparticle-based tumor therapies are extensively studied; however, few are capable of improving
patient survival time due to premature drug leakage, off target effects, and poor tissue penetration.
Previously, we successfully synthesized a novel family of Y1 receptor (Y1R) ligand modified, photo-
luminescent BPLP nanobubbles and nanoparticles for targeted breast cancer ultrasound imaging; how-
ever, increased accumulation could also be observed in the liver, kidney, and spleen, suggesting
significant interaction of the particles with macrophages in vivo. Herein, for the first time, we imparted
antiphagocytosis capability to Y1R ligand functionalized BPLP-WPU polymeric micelles through the
incorporation of a CD47 human glycoprotein based self-peptide. Application of self-peptide modified,
DOX loaded micelles in vivo resulted in a 100% survival rate and complete tumor necrosis over 100 days
of treatment. In vivo imaging of SPION loaded, self-peptide modified micelles revealed effective targeting
to the tumor site while analysis of iron content demonstrated reduced particle accumulation in the liver
and kidney, demonstrating reduced macrophage interaction, as well as a 2-fold increase of particles in
the tumor. As these results demonstrate, Y1R ligand, self-peptide modified BPLP-WPU micelles are
capable of target specific cancer treatment and imaging, making them ideal candidates to improve
survival rate and tumor reduction clinically.

© 2018 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

Over 250,000 breast cancer diagnoses and over 40,000 breast
cancer related deaths were reported in the United States in 2017,
contributing to the over 1 million diagnoses and 500,000 deaths
te.ac.cn (A. Wu).
worldwide [1,2]. Breast cancer remains the most common cancer
afflicting women, necessitating improved clinical treatments [1,2].
Traditional chemotherapeutics rely on the systemic administration
of drugs such as doxorubicin (DOX) and imaging agents including
super-paramagnetic iron oxide nanoparticle (SPION); however, free
drugs and imaging agents suffer from short half-lives in vivo as well
as significant off-target effects resulting in systemic rather than
tumor specific toxicity [3e6]. Thus, non-cytotoxic dosages typically
fall well below what is required for effective treatment [5]. In order
to improve treatment efficacy, carriers capable of: i) prolonging the
half-life of drugs and imaging agents in vivo, ii) targeting
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specifically to tumor cells, and iii) preferentially releasing drugs
within the tumor microenvironment are greatly desired.

Nanoparticles have been widely applied for tumor treatment
and imaging due to the well-known enhanced permeability and
retention (EPR) effect [7,8]. Particularly, polymer coated and poly-
meric nanoparticles (i.e. poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(lactic-co-
glycolic acid) (PLGA), poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), dextran) have
risen to prominence as a result of their tailorable surface chemistry,
drug encapsulation capability, improved immunogenicity, and
biodegradability [9e11]. Such polymeric carriers have been shown
to improve the lifetime of drugs and imaging agents in the blood-
stream in vivo; however, few have demonstrated significant
improvement in patient survival times clinically due to suboptimal
properties including premature drug leakage during preparation,
storage, or blood circulation, lack of active targeting to tumor cells,
and poor tissue penetration [12,13]. Recently, citrate-based,
intrinsically fluorescent biodegradable photoluminescent poly-
mers (BPLPs) have been developed through a one-pot poly-
condensation reaction of citric acid, diol, and amino acid. The
resulting polymers were further used as macro-initiators for the
ring opening polymerization of lactide and glycolide to generate
biodegradable and biocompatible, highly photostable BPLP-PLA
and BPLP-PLGA nanoparticles [14,15]. The obtained particles were
capable of drug encapsulation and sustained drug release, fluo-
rescent cell labelling through particle uptake in vitro, and fluores-
cent tracking in vivo, making them ideal candidates for tumor
therapy and imaging; however, BPLP based nanoparticles remain
non-specific agents with limited imaging depth, diminishing their
effectiveness.

Neuropeptide Y Y1 receptor (Y1R) is highly over-expressed in
many cancers [16,17], which makes it a promising target site for
cancer diagnosis and therapy [18e21] capable of reducing off-
target effects [5]. In our previous work, a selective Y1R ligand
[Pro30, Nle31, Bpa32, Leu34]NPY(28e36) has been conjugated with
nanobubbles or nanoparticles for targeted breast cancer ultrasound
imaging and chemotherapy [22,23]. The resulting materials
exhibited high affinity for Y1R overexpressing cells and tumor tis-
sues; however, an increased accumulation of Y1R ligand-modified
nanoparticles in the liver, kidney, and spleen could also be
observed, evidence of phagocytosis by macrophages in vivo and
subsequent localization of the carriers to these macrophage rich
and foreign matter clearing organs, as is commonly observed with
exogeneous nanoparticles [23e30]. Therefore, it is necessary to
develop a novel Y1R ligand-based nanoparticle delivery system
with high specificity to tumors and minimized opsonization to
macrophages. To reduce the uptake by macrophages, a self-peptide
(SP) designed from human CD47 glycoprotein has been used to
impede phagocytosis of nanoparticles by signaling through the
phagocyte receptor CD172a, promoting persistent circulation that
enhances drug delivery to tumors [31e33]. However, it remains
largely unknown whether the Y1R ligand could synergize with SP
for tumor targeting and antiphagocytosis.

The tumor microenvironment, with the characteristics of hyp-
oxia, acidosis, and high interstitial fluid pressure, plays a critical
role in tumor proliferation, invasion, and metastasis [34e37]. A
prominent feature of the tumor microenvironment, acidosis arises
from over-production of lactic acid and carbon dioxide by tumor
cells as well as the hypoxic environment of the core of solid tumors
[38]. A number of pH-sensitive nanoparticles have been developed
to respond to the acidic tumor microenvironment, thus improving
their stability during storage and blood circulation, limiting off-
target drug release and concomitantly enhancing drug release
and thus effectiveness in the tumor microenvironment [5,39e42].
To further improve the targeting of nanoparticles to tumor cells,
active targeting ligands or peptides have been connected to pH
responsive materials to form environment sensitive nanoparticles
[43e46]. For example, cell penetrating peptide (R2)2 was connected
to pH trigger sequence H7 to form tumor-specific pH-responsive
peptide H7K(R2)2, for targeted anti-glioma therapy [47]. Nonethe-
less, there are few intrinsic peptides with both pH-response and
active targeting properties.

In this work, novel biodegradable photoluminescent water-
borne polyurethane polymers (BPLP-WPU) were synthesized for
the preparation of Y1R ligand [Asn6, Pro34]-NPY (AP) [48] and SP co-
modified SPION or DOX loaded BPLP-WPU micelles (BWM). Tumor
targeting, antiphagocytosis, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
performance, and therapeutic effects of the prepared SPION or
DOX-loaded AP&SP-BWM were evaluated in vitro and in vivo. Re-
sults demonstrated that: i) encapsulation of DOX within and
modification of BPLP-WPU with acid sensitive AP and SP is capable
of prolonging particle lifetime in the bloodstream, reducing particle
phagocytosis, and minimizing off-target drug release, ii) Y1R ligand
enables specific targeting of nanoparticles to Y1R overexpressing
tumor cells, enhancing drug accumulation and local concentration,
and iii) addition of the acid responsive AP moiety may reduce
systemic drug release while enhancing local release in tumors.

Furthermore, the combination of AP and SP enhanced the T2-MR
signal of AP&SP-BWM-SPION in tumors, as well as the therapeutic
effects of AP&SP-BWM-DOX in MCF-7 tumor bearing mice, result-
ing in prolonged survival time. AP&SP-BWM-SPION/DOX is estab-
lished as a novel, biocompatible, biodegradable nanocarrier with
enhanced lifetime, targeting specificity, and environmentally
responsive drug release combined with both fluorescent and MRI
imaging capabilities, demonstrating great promise as a clinically
relevant chemotherapeutic agent (Scheme 1).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Ethanol, 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hy-
drochloride (EDAC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), 3-(4,5-
dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5 diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT),
HPLC grade acetonitrile and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) were pur-
chased from Aladdin Industrial Inc (Shanghai, China). Dulbecco's
Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), RPMI-1640 medium, fetal bovine
serum (FBS), penicillin, and streptomycin were purchased from
Invitrogen™ (Carlsbad, USA). [Asn6, Pro34]-NPY (AP) (YPSKPNNP-
GEDAPAEDLARYYSALRHYINLITRPRY-NH2) and self-peptide (SP)
(GNYTCEVTELTREGETIIELK-NH2) were synthesized by the Dechi
Biosciences Co, Ltd (Shanghai, China). FITC phalloidin and DOX
hydrochloride were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC
(Shanghai, China). All reagents were used as received.

2.2. BPLP-WPU polymer synthesis

BPLP synthesis: Biodegradable photoluminescent polymer
(BPLP) was prepared through a one-pot polycondensation reaction.
First, citric acid (CA), 1, 8-octanediol (OD), and L-serine with the
molar ratio of 1:1.1:0.2 were mixed and melted in a round-bottom
flask at 160 �C for 20min. The temperature was reduced to 140 �C,
and the reaction progressed for an additional 1.5 h. The prepared
BPLP pre-polymer was dissolved in 1, 4-dioxane and purified by
precipitating the solution into distilled water. Finally, the purified
pre-polymer was freeze-dried and stored at �20 �C for further use.

BPLP-WPU synthesis: In the first step, excess isophorone diiso-
cyanate and polyethylene glycol (PEG) with themolecular weight of
2000 were reacted with stannous (II) octoate (Sn(II) Oct) catalyst in
a round-bottom flask at 85 �C for 1 h. BPLP solution in acetone was
added to the flask and reacted for another hour under reflux. In the



Scheme 1. Y1 receptor ligand [Asn6, Pro34]-NPY (AP) and self peptide (SP) functionalized novel BPLP-WPU micelles (BWM) could avoid premature drug leakage and macrophage
opsonization during systemic circulation. AP modification further improved micelle targeting to the tumor cells and promoted drug release in the acidic tumor microenvironment.
The reduced accumulation in liver and kidney enhanced the specific targeting and high retention of micelles in tumors, generating excellent magnetic resonance signal and
therapeutic efficacy with prolonged survival time.
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third step, 1, 4-butanediol and 2, 2-bis(hydroxymethyl)propionic
acid were incorporated into the macromonomer backbone to pre-
pare BPLP-WPU pre-polymer with carboxylic acid. Carboxylic acid
was neutralized with trimethylamine (TEA), and the anionic poly-
urethane pre-polymer was prepared. Finally, the anionic poly-
urethane pre-polymer was vigorously sheared and stirred in water
with ethylenediamine. After further chain extension in water, the
residual isocyanate groups were completely transformed into urea
linkages. The obtained fluorescent anionic waterborne poly-
urethane BPLP-WPU was dispersed in water.

2.3. AP/SP-BPLP-WPU copolymer synthesis and characterization

AP/SP-BPLP-WPU synthesis: AP or SP modified BPLP-WPU
copolymer was synthesized by substitution reaction. Briefly,
BPLP-WPU, EDAC, and NHS (1:1:1.5mol ratio) were mixed in water
for 4 h at room temperature. The molar equivalent to BPLP-WPU of
AP (or SP) was added into activated solution, and the mixture was
stirred for 24 h at room temperature. The resulting product was
purified by dialyzing against water (MWCO: 15 KDa) over night and
then lyophilized. The resulting copolymer was AP-BPLP-WPU (or
SP-BPLP-WPU).

AP&SP-BWM-DOX/SPION preparation: Blank micelles and
doxorubicin$HCl (DOX$HCl) or superparamagnetic iron oxide
nanoparticle (SPION) [49] loaded micelles were prepared via a
solvent evaporation method [14]. Briefly, 2mL of ethanol contain-
ing 1mg DOX$HCl (or 2mg SPION) and 25mg BPLP-WPU (or BPLP-
WPU:AP-BPLP-WPU¼ 25:1, w/w; BPLP-WPU:AP-BPLP-WPU:SP-
BPLP-WPU¼ 100:4:1, w/w/w) was injected dropwise into 10mL of
PBS under magnetic stirring for 16 h. The organic solvent was
eliminated by evaporation at room temperature. Un-encapsulated
free DOX$HCl was removed by ultrafiltration (MWCO: 10 KDa,
Millipore Co., USA). The supernatant was BWM-DOX/SPION (or AP-
BWM-DOX/SPION, AP&SP-BWM-DOX/SPION). The encapsulated
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DOX concentrationwas tested by UV detection (Lambda 950, Perkin
Elmer, USA) at a wavelength of 480 nm, and the encapsulated
SPION concentration was tested by ICP-MS (NexION 300, Perkin-
Elmer, USA).

Particle size, size distribution, and zeta potential of the nano-
micelle dispersions were measured at room temperature by dy-
namic light scattering (DLS) using a Zeta particle size analyzer
(Nano-ZS, Malvern, England). The data was collected on an auto-
correlator with a detection angle of 173�. To obtain detailed
structural and morphological information, ~1 mL of the diluted
micelle dispersion was dropped onto a copper grid coated with a
thin layer of carbon film and then dried at room temperature. High-
resolution transmission electronmicroscopy (HRTEM) images were
recorded from a JEOL-2100 (JEOL, Japan) instrument, which was
operated at 200 kV.

2.4. pH dependent drug release

In vitro pH-sensitive drug release was determined using a dy-
namic dialysis method [50] conducted at 37 �C. Typically, 1mL of
micelles in PBS (pH 7.4) were placed into a dialysis bag (MWCO:
2 KDa) and dialyzed against 49mL of PBS (pH 7.4 or 5.0) in an
oscillation incubator at 100 rpm. At hourly intervals, a 1mL sample
was removed from the release medium and an equal volume of PBS
was replaced. The amount of DOX was determined using a T10CS
UVeVis spectrophotometer (Persee, China) at 480 nm and percent
cumulative release was calculated via a previous method [51].

2.5. Cell culture and transfection

Human breast cancer MCF-7 cell line was cultured in Dulbecco's
modified Eagle's medium (DMEM). Human leukemia monocytic
THP-1 cell line and mouse peritoneal macrophage Raw 264.7 cell
line were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium. Medium was supple-
mented with 10wt % fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 units/mL of
penicillin, and 100mg/mL of streptomycin. The cells were main-
tained in a 37 �C incubator with 5% CO2. Differentiation of THP-
1 cells was achieved in 100 ng/mL phorbol myristate acetate (PMA,
Medchem Express, USA) for 2 days and confirmed by cell attach-
ment to tissue-culture plastic [40]. All cells are from the Cell Bank of
the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China).

2.6. Cell cytotoxicity assay

MCF-7 cells were seeded in 96-well culture plates at a density of
1� 104 cells/well, and grown for 24 h. The medium was replaced
with free DOX, BWM-DOX, AP-BWM-DOX, or AP&SP-BWM-DOX in
the DOX concentration range of 0.3e80 mg/mL for 24 h at 37 �C.
10 mL of MTT solution (5mg/mL in PBS) was added into each well
followed by 4 h incubation at 37 �C in darkness, after which the
mediumwas removed and 200 mL DMSO was added. Measurement
was performed using an automated plate reader (iMark
(168e1130), Biorad, USA) at 550 nm. Relative cell viability was
calculated by comparing the absorbance intensity of groups treated
with different drug-loaded micelles with the control group. Cell
inhibition rate¼ 1�cell viability. The drug concentration of inhi-
bition of 50% cell growth (IC50) was calculated by SPSS 18.0.

2.7. Cellular uptake in MCF-7 cells and macrophages

For LSCM analysis, confocal culture dishes (NETS Co., USA) were
used. 2.0mL MCF-7 cells in complete DMEM medium were seeded
into each dish at 5� 104 cells/mL and allowed to adhere for 24 h.
The medium was then removed and treated with fresh medium
containing free DOX, BWM/DOX, AP-BWM/DOX, or AP&SP-BWM/
DOX solution (DOX: 5 mg/mL). After a further 4 h incubation, the
cells were washed three times with PBS to remove any adsorbed
free micelles. Afterward, the cells were fixed with 4% formaldehyde
for 30min, treated with 0.1% triton for 5min, and then treated with
1.0% BSA for 30min and treated with FITC phalloidin (5 mg/mL) for
30min at room temperature. Finally, the samples were simulta-
neously excited at 488 nm and the fluorescent images at emission
wavelengths of 480e540 and 560e620 nm were observed by a
LSCM (TCS SP5 II, Leica, Germany).

For flow cytometry analysis, six-well plates coated with 0.01%
poly (Lys) were used. 2.0mL of MCF-7, THP-1, or RAW 264.7 cells in
complete DMEM or RPMI-1640medium (for THP-1, RPMI-1640was
supplemented with 100 ng/mL PMA) were seeded into each well at
5� 104 cells/mL and allowed to adhere for 24 h. The medium was
then removed and treated with fresh medium containing BWM,
AP-BWM, or AP&SP-BWM (100 mg/mL). After a further 8 h incuba-
tion, the cells were washed three times with PBS to remove any
adsorbed free nanoparticles. Afterward, the cells were detached
with trypsin-EDTA and resuspended in a proper volume of PBS for
flow cytometer analysis (FACSCalibur, BD, USA). The mean fluo-
rescence intensity (MFI) from 1� 104 cells were analyzed, where
the gate was arbitrarily set for the detection of Indo 1 Violet-A
(351e356 nm) with forward and side scattering dot ploys used to
discriminate cellular debris.

2.8. In vitro magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) analysis

The in vitro relaxation times (T1 and T2) of BWM-SPION, AP-
BWM-SPION, and AP&SP-BWM-SPION were measured on a 0.47 T
Micro MR instrument at the frequency of 23.318MHz (Niumag,
Shanghai, China). Dilutions of BWM-SPION, AP-BWM-SPION, and
AP&SP-BWM-SPION samples in Milli-Q water with various Fe
concentrations (0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.6, 1.2, and 2.4mM) were placed in a
tube holder for relaxivity measurements (Tw¼ 3000ms). Values of
T1 and T2 were measured, and then longitudinal (r1) and transverse
(r2) relaxivities were calculated from the slope of inverse relaxation
times (1/T1 and 1/T2) plotted against different Fe concentrations.
The T2-weighted images of different samples with various Fe con-
centrations were acquired on a 0.47 T Micro MR instrument
(TR¼ 2000ms, TE¼ 60ms).

2.9. Tumor model

All experimental protocols involving animals were approved by
the Regional Ethics Committee for Animal Experiments at Ningbo
University (Permit No. SYXK Zhe 2013-0191). Female Balb/c nude
mice (18e20 g, 4e6 weeks old) were purchased from Bikai Biolog-
ical products sales center (Nanjing, China). The human breast cancer
tumor model was established by subcutaneous injection of MCF-
7 cells. Briefly, MCF-7 cells (1� 107 cells for one mouse) suspended
in 100 mL of serum free mediumwere inoculated subcutaneously in
the back of nude mice. A digital caliper was used to measure the
tumor size. Tumor volume ¼ (tumor length)� (tumor width)2/2.

2.10. In vivo MRI and biodistribution of Fe

For in vivo MRI, nine MCF-7 tumor bearing nude mice were
divided into three groups and first anesthetized by intraperitoneal
injection of chloral hydrate solution (5wt %), and then 100 mL of the
BWM-SPION, AP-BWM-SPION or AP&SP-BWM-SPION (15 mg/kg
for Fe) aqueous solution was administrated intravenously. The T2-
weighted images were acquired using a 1.5 T human clinical scan-
ner (Ingenia 1.5 T, Philips, the Netherlands).

For in vivo biodistribution of Fe, MCF-7 tumor bearing nudemice
were randomly divided into four groups (3 each group), then 100 mL
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PBS, BWM-SPION, AP-BWM-SPION, or AP&SP-BWM-SPION (15mg/
kg for Fe) solution was administrated intravenously into the mice.
After 24 h, the mice were sacrificed and the distribution of Fe in
main organs including heart, liver, spleen, kidney, lung, and tumor
was determined by ICP-MS analysis as previously reported [52]. For
ICP-MS analysis, these organs were lyophilized and weighed before
digestion in aqua regia for 4 h under heat treatment at 95 �C for
tissue dissolution. The concentration of Fe in these organs was then
quantified.

2.11. In vivo antitumor activity

MCF-7 tumor bearing nude mice with tumor volumes of
40e60mm3 were divided into five groups (6 each group) and
treated via tail vein injection of PBS, DOX, BWM-DOX, AP-BWM-
DOX, or AP&SP-BWM-DOX (100 mL, 5mg/kg for DOX). The DOX
loaded micelles were intravenously administered to mice on 0, 2, 4,
6, 8, and 10 days. During the treatment process, tumor volume and
body weight were measured every day. After treatment, death of
mice from each group was recorded for 100 days for calculation of
survival rate. The major organs including heart, liver, kidney, lung,
and spleen were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and
examined with a DMI3000 optical microscope (Leica, Germany).
Blood was collected by a cardiac puncture method for hematolog-
ical analysis by a blood analyzer (Sysmex XT-1800i, Japan).

2.12. Pharmacokinetics study

Groups of five Balb/c mice were administered with DOX or
AP&SP-BWM-DOX via tail vein (5mg/kg for DOX). The blood
samples (0.5mL) were collected at the indicated time after injec-
tion (1min, 10min, 30min, 1 h, 2 h, 8 h, 12 h and 24 h), and the
plasma was separated with centrifugation at 4500 rpm for 10min.
Fig. 1. Characterization of AP&SP-BWM-SPION/DOX. a, b, c) DLS, zeta potential and TEM ima
potential and TEM image of BWM-DOX, AP-BWM-DOX, and AP&SP-BWM-DOX.
200 mL plasmawere extracted with chloroform/methanol (4:1, v/v),
and the extractions were then subjected to HPLC assay. An Agilent
1260 infinity liquid chromatography system was used for DOX
concentration measurement. The mobile phase was methanol and
water solution containing 0.1% formic acid (80:20, v/v), and the flow
rate was 1.0mL/min. On the other hand, groups of five Balb/c mice
were administered with SPOION or AP&SP-BWM-SPION via tail
vein (15mg/kg for Fe). At the indicated time after injection (1min,
10min, 30min, 1 h, 2 h, 8 h, 12 h and 24 h), the blood sample
(0.5mL) was collected and digested with aqua regia at 95 �C, and
then quantified via inductively coupled plasma optical emission
spectrometry (ICP-OES). Pharmacokinetic parameters were calcu-
lated by two-compartmental data analysis of blood concentrations.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis and characterization of AP&SP-BWM-SPION/DOX

BPLP-WPU polymers with unique intrinsic fluorescence were
first synthesized and the chemical structures were confirmed with
ATR-FTIR and NMR (Fig. S1). In the ATR-FTIR spectrum (Fig. S1c),
the absorption peaks at 1697 cm�1 (-C(¼O)OR), 2908 cm�1

(eCH2e), 3322 cm�1 (NeH), 1536 cm�1 (CeNeH), and 1456 cm�1

(eCH2e) were assigned to the ester group of BPLP, methylene group
from 1,8-octanediol and 1,4-butanediol, urethane in the hydrogen
bond, urethane group, and methylene group from PEG, respec-
tively. In the 1H NMR spectrum of BPLP-WPU (Fig. S1d), the peaks at
0.95 ppm, 1.66 ppm, 2.75 ppm, 3.27 ppm, and 3.51 ppm were
assigned to the eCH3 from isophorone diisocyanate, eCH2e from
1,8-octanediol and 1,4-butanediol, eCH2e from citric acid, eCH2e

from TEA, andeCH2e from PEG, respectively. Both ATR-FTIR and 1H
NMR results confirmed the successful synthesis of BPLP-WPU.

AP&SP-BWM-SPION/DOX micelles were further prepared
ges of SPION, BWM-SPION, AP-BWM-SPION, and AP&SP-BWM-SPION. d, e, f) DLS, Zeta
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through a solvent evaporation method [14], and characterized by
dynamic light scattering (DLS) and transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM) (Fig. 1). The mean diameters of BWM-SPION, AP-
Fig. 2. Cellular uptake of AP&SP-BWM-SPION/DOX. a) Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of M
8 h, followed by flow cytometry analysis (EX 335 nm, EM 351e356 nm). Mean ± SD (n ¼ 3),
treated with BWM-SPION, AP-BWM-SPION, or AP&SP-BWM-SPION for 8 h. Fe concentration
BWM-DOX, or AP&SP-BWM-DOX for 8 h. DOX concentration is 5 mg/mL.
BWM-SPION, and AP&SP-BWM-SPION were 68.2± 3.1 nm,
31.1± 2.0 nm, and 33.5± 2.2 nm (PDI<0.223), with negative zeta
potentials of �10.3± 1.9mV, �19.1± 2.7mV, and �16.5± 0.8mV in
CF-7, THP-1, and RAW264.7 cells incubated with BWM, AP-BWM, and AP&SP-BWM for
**P< 0.01. (BPLP-WPU¼ 100 mg/mL) b) X-ray fluorescence images (XFM) of MCF-7 cells
is 0.2mM c) Confocal microscopy images of MCF-7 cells incubated with BWM-DOX, AP-
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PBS, respectively (Fig. 1a and b and Table S1). TEM images showed
that AP&SP-BWM-SPION was uniform in size (Fig. 1c). On the other
hand, the mean diameter of BWM-DOX, AP-BWM-DOX, and
AP&SP-BWM-DOX were 43.5± 2.3 nm, 21.4± 1.2 nm, and
23.8± 1.3 nm (PDI< 0.276), with negative zeta potentials
of �13.6± 1.1mV, �27.1± 0.6mV, and �24.3± 0.5mV in PBS,
respectively (Fig. 1d and e and Table S2). These results indicate that
modification of micelles with AP and SP leads to a more anionic
surface character along with a reduction of micelle size, with no
significant difference observed between AP and AP&SP modified
micelles. Additionally, the diameter of AP&SP-BWM-DOX showed
no obvious change after 60 days at 4 �C in PBS (pH¼ 7.4) (Fig. S2).
Further, the size change of AP&SP-BWM-SPION and AP&SP-BWM-
DOX has also been tested in a simulated blood environment
(Fig. S3). Therewas only a slight size change could be found for both
micelles in PBS with 10% FBS (pH¼ 7.4) at 37 �C for 72 h under the
oscillation, suggesting good stability for both micelles.

3.2. In vitro targeting and antiphagocytosis effect of AP&SP-BWM-
SPION/DOX

In vitro targeting of AP&SP-BWM was assessed using human
breast cancer MCF-7 cell line, known to highly overexpress Y1R
[23]. Due to the photoluminescent property of the prepared mi-
celles, flow cytometry analysis was used to quantify the cellular
uptake of micelles (EX 335 nm, EM 351e356 nm). Fig. 2a showed
that AP-BWM (8.23) and AP&SP-BWM (7.81) treated MCF-7 cells
had much higher mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) than BWM
(6.25). This result suggested that the modification of AP and SP
improved the delivery of BWM into theMCF-7 cells. Further, in vitro
antiphagocytosis of AP&SP-BWM was investigated with human
leukemia monocytic THP-1 cell line and mouse peritoneal macro-
phage Raw 264.7 cell line. THP-1 cells were differentiated in RPMI-
Fig. 3. In vitro drug release and cytotoxicity of AP&SP-BWM-DOX. (DOX¼ 1mg/mL) a, b, c)
DOX in PBS (pH¼ 7.4 or 5.0) for 72 h at 37 �C. d) Cell inhibition rate of AP&SP-BWM-DOX at
AP&SP-BWM-DOX. Mean ± SD (n ¼ 3), **P< 0.01.
1640 medium supplemented with 100 ng/mL phorbol myristate
acetate (PMA) for 48 h. The effect of different proportions of SP-
BPLP-WPU in AP&SP-BWM on the cellular uptake of THP-1 and
RAW 264.7 cells was investigated (Fig. S4). It was found that the
proportion of 100:1 (BPLP-WPU:SP-BPLP-WPU, w/w) generated the
lowest MFI for both THP-1 and RAW 264.7 cells, suggesting a
reduced uptake of AP&SP-BWM in both cells at this proportion.
Fig. 2a indicated that the MFI of THP-1 and RAW 264.7 cells treated
with AP&SP-BWM were much lower than that of AP-BWM, which
were 42.03 and 51.36 for THP-1 cells, and 15.4 and 19.17 for RAW
264.7 cells, respectively, suggesting that the SP modification
significantly decreases the delivery of AP-BWM into both human
and mouse macrophages; however, uptake of both AP-BWM and
AP&SP-BWM by both cell lines was increased compared to BWM
alone. As noted above, zeta potentials for modified BWM are lower
than unmodified BWM, indicating a more anionic surface character
in the modified polymers. Previous research has indicated
increased interaction and uptake of anionic nanoparticles with
macrophage cells, matching the results obtained in Fig. 2a, where
relatively anionic AP-BWM and AP&SP-BWM display increased
uptake [53]. Modification with SP effectively decreases uptake
versus AP-BWM, indicating the effectiveness of the SP; however,
surface charge remains the dominant effector in micelle/macro-
phage interactions. Conversely, when micelles are exposed to MCF-
7 cells, AP-BWM and AP&SP-BWM display increased uptake due to
the active targeting effect of Y1R ligand despite the generally less
favorable interactions of anionic particles with tumor cells
compared to cationic particles, indicating that specific targeting is
the dominant effector compared to surface charge in micelle/tumor
cell interactions [53]. These results indicate the beneficial effect of
SP modification as well as the effectiveness of the targeting ligand.

To acquire a direct visual and quantitative localization of SPION-
loaded AP&SP-BWM in MCF-7 cells, X-ray fluorescence imaging
In vitro cumulative release of DOX from BWM-DOX, AP-BWM-DOX, and AP&SP-BWM-
different DOX concentrations. e) IC50 value of free DOX, BWM-DOX, AP-BWM-DOX, and
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(XFM) was carried out to map elemental fluorescence of Fe in the
cells [54e56]. In Fig. 2b, the biogenic element chlorine was used to
map theMCF-7 cells, and Geo 32 color was used to indicate low and
high amounts of Fe. The fluorescence intensity of AP-BWM-SPION
and AP&SP-BWM-SPION were much higher than BWM-SPION,
suggesting that AP modification improves the uptake of BWM-
SPION in MCF-7 cells, but the SP modification doesn't reduce this
effect.

Additionally, the cellular uptake of DOX-loaded AP&SP-BWM in
MCF-7 cells was also investigated by laser scanning confocal mi-
croscopy (LSCM). The samples were simultaneously excited at
488 nm. The cytoskeletons with FITC phalloidin (EX 405 nm, EM
500e540 nm) were green, and the autofluorescent DOX (EX
488 nm, EM 570e610 nm) was red. As shown in Fig. 2c, the fluo-
rescence intensity of MCF-7 cells treated with AP-BWM-DOX and
AP&SP-BWM-DOX was much higher than BWM-DOX. This result
indicates that more AP-BWM-DOX and AP&SP-BWM-DOX were
internalized into MCF-7 cells than BWM-DOX, which is consistent
with flow cytometry, and again demonstrated the excellent tar-
geting of AP&SP-BWM-DOX in MCF-7 cells.

3.3. In vitro drug release and cytotoxicity of AP&SP-BWM-DOX

In vitro cumulative release of DOX from BWM-DOX, AP-BWM-
Fig. 4. In vitro and in vivo T2-weighted MR imaging of AP&SP-BWM-SPION. a) In vitro T2-we
(TR¼ 2000ms, TE¼ 60ms). b) In vivo T2-weighted MR images of MCF-7 tumor bearing nud
analysis of tumor area at 20 h. Mean ± SD (n ¼ 3), **P < 0.01. d) Quantitative distribution an
DOX, and AP&SP-BWM-DOX was tested in PBS with two different
pH values (5.0 or 7.4) [57,58] at 37 �C. At pH 5.0, the DOX release
profile was similar for all tested groups, and the maximum release
was about 50% at 72 h (Fig. 3aec). However, the DOX release from
BWM-DOX was much faster than AP-BWM-DOX and AP&SP-BWM-
DOX at pH 7.4. The maximum release of DOX from BWM-DOX was
about 49.8% at 72 h, but that of AP-BWM-DOX and AP&SP-BWM-
DOX was only about 21.1%. In addition, the DOX release from
AP&SP-BWM-DOX has also been tested in PBS with 10% FBS at pH
7.4, and the maximum release of DOX was only about 25% at 72 h,
indicating a low release rate of AP&SP-BWM-DOX in a simulated
blood environment (Fig. S5). This result suggests that the AP ligand
with pH-sensitive property avoids DOX release from the micelles
during systemic circulation, but promotes drug release in the acidic
tumor microenvironment or tumor cells. Compared to classic pH-
sensitive micelles [57], AP modified micelles in this work show
pH-protective drug release, with decreased drug release at
pH¼ 7.4, but similar release levels compared to non-modified mi-
celles at pH¼ 5.0, and additional SP modification does not influ-
ence this function. To reveal the mechanism of this interesting
finding, biological material small-angle X-ray scattering (BioSAXS)
was used to detect the peptide structure in different pH conditions
(pH¼ 5.0 or 7.4) (Fig. S6) [59]. The Rg of AP is 102.4Å for pH¼ 7.4,
while it is 30.4Å for pH¼ 5.0 (the theoretical simulation length is
ighted MR images of AP&SP-BWM-SPION at 0.15, 0.3, 0.6, and 1.2mM Fe concentration
e mice 20 h after i.v. injection of AP&SP-BWM-SPION (15mg/kg for Fe). c) Gray value
alysis of Fe content in tumor, liver, spleen, lung, and kidney at 24 h after i.v. injection.
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31.7Å), suggesting AP might form a tetramer in physiological
conditions and depolymerize in the acidic tumor microenviron-
ment. Therefore, peptide structure changes in response to pHmight
be the main reason for this effect [60,61].

Further, the inhibition effect of AP&SP-BWM-DOX onMCF-7 cell
growth was evaluated by MTT assay. The MCF-7 cells were incu-
batedwith free DOX, BWM-DOX, AP-BWM-DOX, and AP&SP-BWM-
DOX for 24 h, and the DOX concentration was varied from 0.3 to
80 mg/mL. The effect of different proportions of BPLP-WPU to AP-
BPLP-WPU (w/w) on the inhibition of MCF-7 cell growth were
investigated (Fig. S7). The proportion of 25:1 (BPLP-WPU:AP-BPLP-
WPU, w/w) produced the highest inhibition rate and lowest IC50
value, and was used for the following experiments. As shown in
Fig. 3d, both AP-BWM-DOX and AP&SP-BWM-DOX showed sig-
nificant inhibition on cell growth compared to free DOX and BWM-
DOX for all tested concentrations. Further, the IC50 values were
calculated for comparison (Fig. 3e), and the values of AP-BWM-DOX
(1.68) and AP&SP-BWM-DOX (1.97) were significantly lower than
free DOX (6.08) and BWM-DOX (9.79). This result shows that AP
modification enhances cell inhibition, and SP modification doesn't
obviously alter this effect. In addition, the inhibition effect of the
micelles without DOX loading has also been envaluted. The inhi-
bition rate of BWM and AP&SP-BWMwas below 18.5% for all tested
Fig. 5. In vivo antitumor studies of AP&SP-BWM-DOX in MCF-7 bearing nude mice. a) Relati
DOX, and AP&SP-BWM-DOX. (DOX¼ 5mg/kg) b) Survival rate and c) body weight of mice a
tumors after 100 days of treatment. There was no tumor found in the group of AP&SP-BW
concentrations, indicating good biocompatibility of the prepared
micelles (Fig. S8).
3.4. In vitro and in vivo MRI of AP&SP-BWM-SPION

In vitroMR performance of AP&SP-BWM-SPIONwas tested with
a 0.47 T Micro MR instrument at a frequency of 23.3MHz. The
AP&SP-BWM-SPION demonstrated excellent T2-MRI performance
with an r2 value of 319.76 mM�1 s�1, and the ratio of r2 to r1 was
about 7.37 (Fig. S9 and Table S3). Fig. 4a shows the T2-weighted MR
images of AP&SP-BWM-SPION at different concentrations. It could
be seen that the T2-weighted MR images became darker with
increasing Fe concentration, which suggests that the AP&SP-BWM-
SPION could be used as a potential T2-MRI contrast agent.

In vivo T2-MRI performance of AP&SP-BWM-SPION was inves-
tigated by a 1.5 T human clinical MR scanner. Fig. 4b shows the T2-
weighted MR images of MCF-7 tumor-bearing mice 20 h after
intravenous (i.v.) injection. The AP&SP-BWM-SPION displayed a
much darker signal than the other two groups, indicating more
accumulation of SPION in the tumor sites. Further, the gray value of
the tumor area was analyzed, and the value of AP&SP-BWM-SPION
was significantly lower than the other two groups (Fig. 4c), sug-
gesting that AP&SP-BWM-SPION has an excellent T2-MR
ve tumor volume change after i.v. treatment with PBS, free DOX, BWM-DOX, AP-BWM-
fter i.v. injection of different samples. Mean± SD (n ¼ 6), **P< 0.01. d) H&E staining of
M-DOX.
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performance in MCF-7 tumor bearing mice.
To estimate the in vivo bio-distribution of AP&SP-BWM-SPION,

tumors and main organs were harvested and nitrated with
concentrated aqua regia after 24 h i.v. injection (Fig. 4d). The Fe ion
amount in different organs was analyzed by ICP-OES. For AP&SP-
BWM-SPION, the Fe ion amount in the tumor was much higher
than BWM-SPION and AP-BWM-SPION, but Fe content in the liver,
lung, and kidney was much lower than BWM-SPION and AP-BWM-
SPION. As part of the mononuclear phagocyte system, macrophages
mostly present in the liver, spleen, and kidney and are responsible
for the clearance of foreign matter from the body [24e26]. The
decreased accumulation in these organs suggests that the SP
modification could minimize the opsonization of macrophages to
nanoparticles. It is noteworthy that the Fe ion amount in the tumor
of AP&SP-BWM-SPION treated group was two times higher than
that of AP-BWM-DOX group. This might be attributed to the
minimized clearance from liver and kidney during systemic circu-
lation [62], leading to increased retention of SPION in the tumor
sites. In general, these results suggest that the AP and SP modifi-
cation collectively promoted the SPION accumulation in tumors,
resulting in the improved MR signal.
3.5. In vivo antitumor efficacy

In vivo therapeutic efficacy evaluation of AP&SP-BWM-DOX was
performed on a MCF-7 subcutaneous nude mouse model. The MCF-
7 tumor bearing mice were intravenously injected with PBS, free
DOX, BWM-DOX, AP-BWM-DOX, and AP&SP-BWM-DOX at a dose
of 5mg/kg DOX every other day six times. As shown in Fig. 5a, all
Fig. 6. H&E staining of vital organs of MCF-7 bearing nude mice after i.v. injection of PBS,
bar¼ 20 mm).
tested groups showed tumor growth suppression compared to the
PBS group. The relative tumor volume of AP-BWM-DOX and
AP&SP-BWM-DOX groups was much smaller than BWM-DOX 11
days after i.v. injection, which could be attributed to the active
targeting accumulation and pH responsive DOX release from the AP
modified micelles in tumor sites. After 12 days, the relative tumor
volume of AP-BWM-DOX group quickly became large, but that of
the AP&SP-BWM-DOX group didn't show significant increase. This
result suggests that AP&SP-BWM-DOX obtained the best inhibition
effect on tumor growth. The tumor size difference between these
groups was also observed by photographs of mice at 0, 7, and 14
days (Fig. S10). During the whole treatment, the body weight of
mice was monitored. Compared with the fast decrease of body
weight in free DOX group, there was no obvious change found in
the other three groups with increased observation time (Fig. 5c).
This might be due to the off-target induced severe side effects of
DOX, which were effectively reduced by BWM-DOX, AP-BWM-DOX,
and AP&SP-BWM-DOX. As shown in Fig. 6, numerous necrotic areas
were observed on mice treated with DOX, who also showed serious
side effects to vital organs and rapid body weight decline [63].

Survival time and percentage of the mice was observed for 100
days (Fig. 5b). There were different proportions of death of mice in
PBS, free DOX, BWM-DOX, and AP-BWM-DOX groups, but therewas
a 100% survival rate of AP&SP-BWM-DOX after 100 days. After the
experiment, tumor tissues were further evaluated by H&E staining
(Fig. 5d). Compared to the PBS group, AP-BWM-DOX induced much
more vacuolar chromatin, while the DOX group only increased the
nuclear ratio which indicates that no obvious cell necrosis took
place. Notably, no tumor could be found in the AP&SP-BWM-DOX
free DOX, BWM-DOX, AP-BWM-DOX, and AP&SP-BWM-DOX. (DOX¼ 5mg/kg) (Scale
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group (Fig. 5d). In addition, there was no obvious abnormality in
other vital organs (i.e., heart, liver, spleen, lung, and kidney), indi-
cating the AP&SP-BWM-DOX attained significant biosafety (Fig. 6).
Homological analysis also showed no significant changes between
PBS and tested groups (Fig. S11). Taken together, these results
demonstrated that AP and SP collectively enhanced drug retention
in the tumor, improved anticancer therapeutic efficacy, and
reduced side effects to vital organs.

3.6. Pharmacokinetics study

The pharmacokinetics of DOXwere further investigated in order
to evaluate the pharmacological effect of the AP&SP-BWM-DOX
in vivo (Fig. S12). As expected, AP&SP-BWM-DOX showed a prolong
elimination half-life (t1/2) in the blood circulation compared with
the free DOX, which was 7.8 and 1.9 h, respectively. The Cmax of
AP&SP-BWM-DOX (54.8 mg/mL) in the plasma was 4.8-fold of free
DOX (11.3 mg/mL). In addition, the area-under-the-curve (AUC0-24h)
of AP&SP-BWM-DOX (199.3 mg/mL*h) was 20-fold than free DOX
(10.0 mg/mL*h). The data indicated that AP&SP-BWM-DOX signifi-
cantly ameliorated the pharmacokinetic parameters of DOX in vivo
by prolonging the blood circulation half-life and more likely to
preferentially accumulate in tumors than free DOX by retarding the
blood clearance of the drug.

In addition, the pharmacokinetics of Fe has also been investi-
gated to understand the effect of AP&SP-BWM-SPION in vivo
(Fig. S13). The t1/2 of AP&SP-BWM-SPION (69.3 h) was 12.7-fold
than that of SPION (5.4 h), indicating a longer circulation time for
AP&SP-BWM-SPION in the blood. The Cmax of AP&SP-BWM-SPION
and SPION was about 742.9 and 656.7 mg/mL, respectively. Further,
the AUC0-24h of AP&SP-BWM-SPION (6519.9 mg/mL*h) was 2.5-fold
than of SPION (2626.8 mg/mL*h). Taken together, our data suggests
that AP and SP modified micelles can also improve the blood cir-
culation of SPION in vivo, providing more chance for SPION accu-
mulation in tumor sites.

4. Conclusion

In this study, Y1R ligand AP and antiphagocytosis SP function-
alized novel BPLP-WPU micelles were first reported to avoid pre-
mature drug leakage and macrophage opsonization during micelle
storage and systemic circulation. AP modification not only
improved micelle targeting to the tumor cells, but also promoted
drug release under the acidic tumor microenvironment. The AP and
SP combination not only reduced the accumulation of micelles in
liver and kidney, but also enhanced the specific targeting and high
retention of SPION or DOX loaded micelles in tumor sites, gener-
ating excellent MR signal and therapeutic efficacy with prolonged
survival time in vivo. This study may pave the way for more accu-
rate and safer Y1R overexpressed breast cancer diagnosis and
treatment.
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